EARLY DISMISSAL JANUARY 14

Get a head start on the MLK traffic, we will have early dismissal Friday, January 14th @ 11:45am.

MLK HOLIDAY, JANUARY 17TH

Enjoy the day off in observance of the Martin Luther King Jr. Holiday
PTA SPONSORED VIRTUAL CARTOON DRAW EVENT

Our wonderful PTA is sponsoring cartoon drawing classes on January 21st during the school day. Please follow up with your students to see how they enjoyed the virtual event.

PARKING SPOT WINNER

The Bell Family are the winners of the parking spot for the remainder of the year. Congratulations!

JOGATHON KICK-OFF

Click HERE for the 2022 Jogathon Kick-off information—Power up Pandas!

LEGOLAND MILE

Get ready for Jogathon by running your first mile on Saturday, January 8th. Register by clicking here

TUESDAY COVID TESTING

Although parents may not be notified of the negative test for several hours to days (or not at all), the testing staff and school is notified within 15 minutes. If a child tests positive during the weekly test, parents are immediately called and the child is sent home. This week we had no positive tests.

BW HAPPENINGS

5th grade students visited Biz-town today to learn about financial literacy and running businesses.